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Abstract— Telecommunication networks and the Internet are
growing together. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) services which are originally
offered by network providers, like telephony and messaging, are
provided through VoIP and Instant Messaging (IM) by Internet
service providers, too. The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is the
answer of the telecommunication industry to this trend and aims
at providing Internet P2P and multimedia services controlled by
the network operators. The IMS provides mobility and session
management as well as message routing, security, and billing.

This article is a comprehensive version of a conference pub-
lication (MoMM 2006) [1] and introduces a Mobile P2P Web
Services framework which enables the creation of arbitrary P2P
application on mobile devices within the IMS. The terminals are
sharing and publishing a Web Service interface, which provides
the capability of coupling arbitrary applications using Web Ser-
vice technologies and the support of the IMS infrastructure. The
concept, the necessary Web Service adaptations, and extension
as well as the interworking of Web Services, IMS nodes, and
protocols are described and proofed by an exemplary mobile
chess game application. In addition, the performance of mobile
P2P Web Services is evaluated by means of an analytical analysis.

Index Terms— Mobile Web Services, IMS, SIP, SOAP, mobile
P2P

I. INTRODUCTION

The success of the Internet and Web Services along with the
success of mobile networks in the last few years let forecast a
high economical potential of the combination of both, called
Mobile Web Services. From technological point of view many
challenges have to be coped to combine technologies from
the Internet and Web domain with technologies from the
telecommunication domain.

The IMS is from the network infrastructure point of view a
promising system to enable the interworking of the telecom-
munication and Information Technology (IT) domain. On the
network layer the convergence has already been realized by
the introduction of Internet Protocol (IP) service through the
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS). This line is further
continued by introducing IPv6.

Telecommunication services are naturally P2P services, e.g.
a telephony/video call session, or the exchange of messages.
But these are only a narrow subset of P2P services. In future,
also “sharing” applications, like sharing the personal photo
album, a whiteboard, or a multiplayer games will be normal for
users of mobile terminals. In general, arbitrary services could
be shared with the contacts of the buddy list. To enable such
applications, the application developers need strong support in
order to cope with

• the mobility of the users
• the changing networks and network conditions
• management of fluent application sessions
• changing environmental and user contexts
• variety of device types and operating systems
• variety of network types and protocols
The proposed Mobile Web Services framework is hiding ap-

plication developers the complexity of the overall system and
providing services, which transparently take the above listed
challenges into account. The IMS is used for session/mobility
management in order to enable a seamless transparent sessions
even if the Radio Access Network (RAN) or the currently
used terminal changes. For example, a user playing a chess
game with a friend on a PC can switch without restarting
the game to his mobile terminal keeping the chess session
running while the user changes his location. In addition,
new network types and conditions do not cause a session
termination (mobility support, roaming and message routing
are applied). Furthermore, the IMS enables the billing of
arbitrary services, either online or offline, dependent on the
business model.

Application developers are supported by the concept of the
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) realized by Web Services
technologies to focus more on the actual application than on
dealing with device or communication specific features. Using
these technologies, a distributed application is as simple to
handle as a local software component. The Web Services
are provided and published like conventional services, e.g.
a laundromat, a post office, or a translator. The application
developer has the ability to search and investigate services of
his interest by accessing a registry, like somebody is looking
up the yellow pages.

The Mobile Web Service framework described in the fol-
lowing focuses on the contact point of the IMS and Web
Service technologies, their interworking, and enhancements.
These adaptations enable a seamless integration of Mobile
Web Service in the IMS (combination of Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) and Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)) and an
enhanced Web Service communication over mobile networks
using alternative protocol bindings.

An important aspect of Mobile Web Services is their perfor-
mance, since mobile networks are offering frequently changing
and in general bad Quality of Service (QoS). For Mobile
Web Service applications the latency of Remote Procedure
Call (RPC) calls is the most important QoS parameter, which
has to be reduced to a minimum in order to guarantee fluent
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interactive applications. The results of an analytical Mobile
P2P Web Service performance analysis is given in Section VI.

II. MOBILE WEB SERVICES

In this work the term “Mobile Web Services” is used in any
case where mobile networks and devices are involved in Web
Service interactions. In the following, the Mobile Web Service
domain is further divided into 3 sub-domains.

A “Mobile Web Service” (Mob-WS) is according to the
definition in [2] a self-contained software component identified
by an Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), i.e. an Internet
address or a SIP URI, which is deployed on a mobile device in
a wireless/mobile network. In short, a Mobile Web Service is
a Web Service, which is deployed on a mobile and published
within a wireless/mobile network.

Basically, Mobile Web Services are classified in this work
into three classes, classified by means of the Web Service re-
questor (WS-R) and provider (WS-P) deployment (see Figure
1). The deployment of the Web Service broker (WS-B) can be
ignored.

The Mobile Web Service classes are
1) Mobile Web Services Request (mobile WS-R/fixed WS-

P)
2) Mobile Web Services Provisioning (mobile WS-R/fixed

WS-P)
3) Mobile P2P Web Services (both peers are WS-R and

WS-P)

Web
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Fig. 1. Classification of Mobile Web Services.

Web Services access from mobile devices works with no
or with slightly changes of Web Service technologies, e.g.
the improvement of Web Service communication over mobile
networks using alternative protocol bindings. The provisioning
of Web Services and Mobile P2P Web Services demand more
efforts and changes on the default Web Service technologies,
i.e. mobility support to enable Mobile Web Service mobility
and session management by using Mobile Web Services in a
P2P manner. There, the cooperation with the IMS is vital.

According to the Mobile Web Service definition and the
classification of the last sections, a Mobile P2P-Web Service
contains the following components form the software archi-
tecture point of view:

• SOAP node and SIP UA

• Mobile Web Service Proxies (SOAP client)
• Mobile Web Services (SOAP server)

III. MOBILE P2P WEB SERVICES

Conceptually, P2P computing is an alternative to a central-
ized client-server model, but there is no clear border between
them. A P2P environment has no fixed assignment of client
and server nodes. All peer nodes are equal concerning their
role to act as both, server and client. Popular P2P applications
are sharing applications, like exchange of files (e.g. music or
video files).

Generalizing this particular P2P file sharing application to
Mobile P2P Web Services, each terminal publishes its Web
Services and enables other terminals to access and use them.
For large-scale networks, like cellular communication systems
with Internet access, no technology specification is present. In
the home network domain, Universal Plug and Play (UPnP)
is one possible technology to enable P2P services in an ad-
hoc manner. The next evolution step from UPnP to a Device
Profile for Web Services [3] provides an aligned UPnP-like
technology, which is fully aligned with the Web Service
domain.

This article presents an extension for the basic Mobile Web
Service (MobWS) framework that enables Mobile P2P Web
Services for cellular mobile communication systems. Since
the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is going to be the next
generation service management system for cellular systems,
the Mobile P2P Web Service framework couples to the IMS.

The integration of Mobile Web Services into the IMS entails
the design of interfaces between Web Service and IMS/SIP
components. Figure 2 shows the components of two user
terminals, UT1 and UT2, which are relevant for Mobile P2P
Web Services. Generally, each terminal is able to provide and
use Mobile Web Services at the same time and within the same
SIP session. Thus, each device covers MobWSs and MobWSs
Proxies.
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SIP
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Proxy

SOAP
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SOAP
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MobWS
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MobWS
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Fig. 2. Mobile Web Service and SIP UA integration.

In addition, the framework is enriched with a SIP User
Agent (UA). The Mobile Web Service endpoint is now a SIP
URI, which is resolved by the IMS infrastructure to the actual
URI based on the terminal’s actual IP address. A unique Web
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Service ID is used for each Mobile Web Service in order to
easily identify and register Mobile Web Services. This ID is
used in the session establishment of a Mobile P2P Web Service
session (inside the Session Description Protocol (SDP) session
description) and by registering the Mobile Web Service to the
network infrastructure (SIP/IMS) (Figure 2).

The used protocols to enable Mobile P2P Web Services
are presented the Mobile Web Service Protocol Architecture
description in Section IV-B. There, the registration to the
IMS/SIP server, the mobility management, and the session
management are explained. A case study is presented in the
following that illustrates the functionality and the potentials
of the technology.

A. Mobile P2P Chess game example

In order to proof the concept of Mobile P2P Web Services, a
chess game for Java2 Micro Edition (J2ME) has been extended
with a MobWS interface in order to enable a game session
between two users over the network. MobWS methods are
defined, which move the chessmen. The Mobile Web Services
framework is providing functionalities to easily expose these
methods as a Web Service using either the default Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) binding or a reliable or unreliable
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) binding. The exposed methods
are included in an Web Service Description Language (WSDL)
file that covers the methods, container object definitions, the
SIP endpoint, and information related to the HTTP and UDP
bindings.

The MobWS game session establishment is illustrated by
screenshots of the terminal’s user interface shown in Figure 3.
The application runs on J2ME terminals or terminal emulators
that support the J2ME SIP library JSR180 [5]. A SIP server
has been modified in order to enable advanced presence and
MobWS management.

SIP: INVITE

SOAP

SIP: 180 Ringing

SIP: 200 OK

SIP: ACK

Fig. 3. Mobile Chess session establishment sequence.

The application is started from a conventional buddy list
where the user’s contacts and related present states are listed,
as depicted in Figure 3. The contact list and the presence state
management is defined in the IMS specification resp. the SIP
presence event package [6]. In addition to the presence state,
the intersection of own and the contact persons MobWS are
indicated by a symbol. In this example, the user’s terminal and
all of his contacts are providing the same chess game MobWS
interface that is indicated by a “knight” chess symbol in the
screenshots of Figure 3.

On the left hand side the terminal (UT1) of the user
“Yi Zhu” and on the right hand side the terminal (UT2)
of the user “Guido Gehlen” are depicted. UT1 invites UT2
to a chess game by sending an SIP INVITE message with
a MobWS session description using SDP. Before UT2 ac-
cepts the request, the SIP agent sends a provisional response
(180 Ringing) back. After accepting the invitation, a final
response (200 OK) is sent to UT1. The acknowledgement ACK
of UT1 to UT2 finalizes the session establishment and the
actual Web Service communication (SOAP) starts. The SOAP
messages are containing the user data (chess maneuvers). If
the terminal or the access network changes during the session,
SIP mobility management signalling takes place and the SOAP
nodes will be reconfigured.

For sure, these applications are realizable also without Web
Service and IMS technologies, but the programming efforts
are significantly reduced. The reuse of common network
functionalities, existing protocol bindings, and code generation
tools ease the application development process, save time,
cut down knowledge acquisition for software developers, and
consequently save expenses.

IV. PROTOCOL ARCHITECTURE FOR MOBILE P2P WEB
SERVICES

The Web Service specifications define Web Service ontolo-
gies and service creation processes, the protocols are not in
scope. The framework aims at being flexible in order to bind
to arbitrary protocols. For simplicity and compatibility, the
specification proposes at least the protocol stack SOAP on top
of HTTP and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). Using
Web Services in a mobile environment, the default protocol
stack is not adequate.

A Mobile P2P Web Service protocol framework has to cope
with following challenges:

• Mobility of users and their terminals
• Low bandwidth and high-delay connectivity
• Changing network conditions and infrastructure
The protocol stack depicted in Figure 4 is proposed in order

to counter the mentioned challenges and to keep compatibility
with the default Web Service standards. The stack is divided
into a user and control plane. The user plane is carrying the
user data and the control plane the signalling messages.

On the user plane SOAP has been selected with various
underlying protocol bindings. SOAP acts as a common RPC
interface independent of the underlying communication pro-
tocols mainly on ISO/OSI layer 6 (the presentation layer).
In case that no session management functions (layer 5) are
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Fig. 4. Mobile Web Service user and control plane.

provided by underlying protocols, SOAP can utilize WS-
Addressing properties for that purpose. On transport layer,
different protocols are possible, like TCP, UDP, Wireless
Transaction Protocol (WTP), or the Reliable UDP (R-UDP).
R-UDP has been used in the context of the thesis to avoid
HTTP/TCP communication, especially in the the Mobile P2P
Web Service scenario.

For signalling, SIP is used due to reasons described in
Section IV-B. SIP can generally be operated on top of UDP or
TCP, but the Mobile Web Service (WS) prototype concentrates
on SIP over UDP only.

The decision whether the information is related to user data
or signalling cannot be generalized, since this dependeds on
the application perspective. For instance, an Instant Messaging
(IM) application can be realized by the use of the Extensible
Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [7] only, or by
the use of SIP and SIP extensions [8]. However, from the
author’s perspective it is more reasonable to use SIP for
session and presence management and e.g. XMPP or SOAP
for transmitting the actual user data. Thereby, user data and
signalling is clearly separated.

The SIP specification [9] declares SIP as an application
layer signalling protocol. This work follows the recommenda-
tion and focuses on the use of SIP on the control (signalling)
plane in parallel to SOAP in the user plane, as depicted in
Figure 4. The strict separation of user and signalling plane has
advantages in respect to protocol design, software design, and
performance (network load on SIP servers / IMS elements).

Using SOAP on top of SIP within the user plane is also
a possibility of transmitting SOAP by embedding the SOAP
envelope inside of the SIP payload. This can be used in order
to enrich SIP server with Web Service capabilities, but there
are no advantages for mobile applications. Due to the violation
of separation of user and control plane, this arrangement is not
in focus. Related work is presented in [10] where SIP functions
are provided by Web Services.

A. Mobile Web Services User Plane (Data)

The Web Service specifications dictate no particular pro-
tocol binding. However, the protocol configurations SOAP
over HTTP or solely HTTP are used by default. The use of
SOAP has some advantages with regards to service creation
and integration. SOAP in combination with appropriate Web

Service tools support application developers to easily create
and integrate Web Services. They can handle remote Web
Service calls as easy as local calls in their favorite pro-
gramming language. The SOAP engine is responsible for the
translation of objects and method calls from the programming
language syntax into Extensible Markup Language (XML)
syntax. However, this advantage comes along with a less
efficient encoding of the transmitted messages in terms of their
size.

In order to reduce the overhead one can compress SOAP
messages. In [11] the message size of Web Service calls
using SOAP are compared to RMI-IIOP, Common Object
Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), and Remote Method
Invocation (RMI). These alternatives require up to 70% less
bandwidth than SOAP calls. Different SOAP compressions are
analyzed with the result that Wireless Binary XML (WBXML)
produces the best compression rate.

In addition to the mentioned advantages for application
developers, SOAP provides the flexibility to bind to any
arbitrary transmission protocol. This facilitates enhancements
on transport layer. The characteristic of Web Service traffic
in combination with the transmission properties of mobile
communication systems result in performance degradations if
the default HTTP SOAP binding is used. This article proposes
alternative protocol bindings, which provide performance ad-
vancements in terms of reducing the RPC latency.

TABLE I
SOAP BINDING ALTERNATIVES AND THEIR APPLICATION WITHIN MOBILE

WS CLASSES.

SOAP binding
HTTP WAP UDP R-UDP

Mobile WS Access x x - -
Mobile WS Provisioning x - x x
Mobile P2P WS x - x x

Three alternative SOAP bindings to HTTP, listed in Table I,
have been designed, implemented, and analyzed. A Wireless
Application Protocol (WAP) binding, especially suitable for
the Mobile Web Service Access class [12] and two UDP
bindings qualified for Mobile Web Service Provisioning and
Mobile P2P Web Services (Sections IV-A.2). The basic UDP
binding realizes an unreliable transmission of SOAP messages,
the other one (R-UDP) introduces in addition an error control
mechanism (Selective-Repeat explicit request Automatic Re-
peat Request (ARQ) with cumulative ACKs) in order to protect
against transmission errors. Details of the UDP SOAP binding
are presented in Section IV-A.2.

1) SOAP over HTTP: The default protocol binding to
SOAP is HTTP. The Mobile Web Services framework uses
this binding unchanged to the original definition. In addition
to a client HTTP binding for mobile terminals a server binding
has been developed, which enables the provisioning of Mobile
Web Services through HTTP [13].

In this protocol configuration, SOAP covers solely presenta-
tion layer functionality. HTTP correlates request and response
messages synchronously by sending both messages within one
TCP connection. Thus, HTTP is taking the responsibility of
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POST /soaprpc HTTP/1.1
Content-Type: text/xml
Content-Length: 699
Connection: close
SOAPAction: urn:ChessService#Chess
User-Agent: kSOAP/1.0
Host: p900.comnets.rwth-aachen.de:9092

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

...
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

Fig. 5. SOAP RPC carried in an HTTP POST Request.

HTTP/1.1. 200 OK
Server: CNSOAP/0.8 (ComNets Mobile-WS framework) kSOAP/1.0
Content-Type: text/xml
Content-Length: 579
Connection: close

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:n1="urn:UnsubscribeNameSpace"
xmlns:n0="http://soapinterop.org/xsd"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

...
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

Fig. 6. SOAP RPC return embedded in HTTP Response indicating successful
completion.

the session layer (Figure 4) and SOAP does not mandatorily
require to include WS-Addressing [14] properties.

In the Listing 5 a Mobile Web Service request using the
HTTP SOAP binding is displayed. The request is part of
a Mobile P2P WS session and directed to a mobile termi-
nal (Host: p900.comnets.rwth-aachen.de:9092).
The requesting mobile client application uses the kSOAP1

engine (User-Agent: kSOAP/1.0).
The corresponding SOAP response, depicted in Listing 6, is

embedded in an HTTP response message. The mobile SOAP
server answers with the fingerprint (Server: CNSOAP/0.8
(ComNets Mobile WS framework) kSOAP/1.0)
specifying the server version and used Web Service and
SOAP engine.

SOAP over HTTP is almost the only used Web Service
transport mechanism, since existing Web Server technologies
are using solely HTTP. The introduction of new protocols in
an existing infrastructure is very difficult to realize or afflicted
with high costs. The MobWS framework includes therefore the
HTTP binding even if one have to assume bad performance
of applications in low-bandwidth and high-delay networks.
However, enhancements are possible without changing the
server infrastructure. This is presented in the following section
by introducing a SOAP binding to the User Datagram Protocol
(UDP).

2) SOAP over UDP: The User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
provides upper layers a connectionless and unreliable datagram
transmission service. There are mainly to different reasons to

1http://ksoap.objectweb.org/

bind SOAP to UDP. First, SOAP is used as a presentation
layer for originally UDP based services, like broadcast or
multicast announcements or event messages. Secondly, UDP
can be used as supplement for HTTP if no reliability is needed.
If reliability is needed, a reliability mechanism has to be
implemented on top of UDP.

These mentioned reasons provide a rationale the design of a
SOAP binding to UDP, which enables application developers
to have the option of using a UDP binding with optional
reliability. The decision has been made to realize the reliability
protocol on application layer, within the SOAP binding. In
Figure 4 the protocol is denoted as R-UDP. R-UDP provides
reliability by means of a Selective Repeat explicit request ARQ
with cumulative ACKs and limited to one SOAP message on
top of UDP.

In general, a SOAP binding specification has to enable one
or more Message-Exchange Patterns (MEPs). The presented
UDP binding enables the One-Way and the Request-Response
SOAP MEP. Both MEPs can be used not only unicast, but
also a broadcast or multicast transport is possible by using the
corresponding IP addresses. In case of a multicast/broadcast
transport only the request is sent out to a multicast/broadcast
address, the responses have to be unicast.

UDP

SOAP

UDP-DATA

Reliable Binding
(ARQ)

Unreliable
Binding

WS-Sec.

WS-Adr. SOAP Parser

Rel. One-Way
SAP

Rel. Req-Resp
SAP

Unrel. One-Way
SAP

Unrel. Req-Resp
SAP

Fig. 7. SOAP layer concerning the binding to UDP.

From ISO/OSI reference model point of view, depicted in
Figure 7, the core SOAP parser provides upper layers four
Service Access Points (SAPs) by using WS-Addressing [14]
and optionally WS-Security. It couples either to an unreliable
or a reliable binding. These four SOAP SAPs result from
all variations of the two supported MEPs and two bindings.
The unreliable binding orients on the specification [15], which
has been proposed in order to enable WS-Eventing [16], WS-
Discovery [17], which are the basis for the Device Profile for
Web Services [3]. The Device Profile for Web Services aims at
defining a UPnP like service framework based on Web Service
technologies.

One-Way MEP Support: The One-Way MEP representa-
tion is naturally supported by UDP, since UDP already defines
a one-way transmission of datagrams. Therefore, the SOAP
One-Way service can be mapped directly to a UDP-DATA
service. The SOAP sender uses the ”UDP-DATA request”
service primitive and in case of an error free transmission the
SOAP receiver will be informed by a ”UDP-DATA indication”
service primitive.

http://ksoap.objectweb.org/
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The sequence chart of an error free One-Way SOAP mes-
sage transmission over UDP is depicted in Figure 8.

SOAP-MESSAGE
indication

UDP-DATA
indication

UDP-DATA
Request

SOAP-MESSAGE
request

UDP
datagram

SOAP

SOAP sender

UDP UDP

SOAP receiver

SOAP

Fig. 8. Sequence diagram of an unreliable One-Way SOAP message
transmission over UDP.

Attention have to be paid to the maximum length of the
payload of a datagram. If the length of the SOAP message
exceeds the max. length of a datagram payload, the SOAP
message has to be segmented into several datagrams and sent
to the receiver. The receiver has to assemble the datagrams to
the original message.

The use of a WS-Addressing elements within the SOAP
header is not mandatory, but they are recommended in order
to identify and de-multiplex requests at the server. Thus, only
one UDP port assignment is sufficient to accept requests for
different services.

Request-Response Support: The Request-Response
SOAP MEP mapping to UDP is more complex, because UDP
does not provide any comparable service. Since the Internet
protocol stack retains unchanged, all additional features are
implemented within the SOAP layer. The correlation between
the request and response message is realized by using Web
Service Addressing (WS-Addressing). Each message can
be identified by a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID)
that resides within the <wsa:MessageID> tag. The reply
<wsa:ReplyTo> and destination address <wsa:To>
specify the message flow between the service requestor and
provider.

SOAP-MESSAGE
confirm

SOAP-MESSAGE
responseUDP-DATA

request

SOAP-MESSAGE
indication

UDP
datagram

UDP-DATA
indication

UDP-DATA
Request

SOAP-MESSAGE
request

UDP
datagram

SOAP

SOAP sender

UDP UDP

SOAP receiver

SOAP

UDP-DATA
indication

Message
correlation

Fig. 9. Sequence diagram of an unreliable Request-Response SOAP message
exchange.

<S:Envelope xmlns:S="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/...
xmlns:wsa="http://www.w3.org/2005/03/addressing">
<S:Header>

<wsa:MessageID>
51F6DC39-1A5372A9-62087DF1-C34F5921

</wsa:MessageID>
<wsa:ReplyTo>

<wsa:Address>
datagram://s55.comnets.rwth-aachen.de/soaprpc
</wsa:Address>

</wsa:ReplyTo>
<wsa:To S:mustUnderstand="1">

datagram://p900.comnets.rwth-aachen.de/soaprpc
</wsa:To>
<wsa:Action>

http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/Contacts/Delete
</wsa:Action>

</S:Header>
<S:Body>

<f:Delete
xmlns:f="http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/Contacts">

<ContactID> 2383-145 </ContactID>
</f:Delete>

</S:Body>
</S:Envelope>

Fig. 10. SOAP request, using a binding to UDP with WS-Adr. properties.

<S:Envelope xmlns:S="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/...
xmlns:wsa="http://www.w3.org/2005/03/addressing">
<S:Header>
<wsa:MessageID>

3F9202A6-D72B94f2-92F2A572-B19632D3
</wsa:MessageID>
<wsa:RelatesTo>

51F6DC39-1A5372A9-62087DF1-C34F5921
</wsa:RelatesTo>
<wsa:To S:mustUnderstand="1">

datagram://s55.comnets.rwth-aachen.de/soaprpc
</wsa:To>
<wsa:Action>

http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/Contacts/DeleteAck
</wsa:Action>
</S:Header>
<S:Body>

<f:DeleteAck
xmlns:f="http://comnets.rwth-aachen.de/Contacts"/>

</S:Body>
</S:Envelope>

Fig. 11. SOAP response, using a binding to UDP with WS-Adr. properties.

Figure 9 shows the sequence diagram of a successful
SOAP over UDP Request-Response communication. As in
the One-Way case, only the UDP-DATA service is used. The
Request-Response session consists of two separate datagram
transmissions. The SOAP node is responsible for correlating
transmitted and received SOAP messages. The required WS-
Addressing information is included within the SOAP header.

The example illustrated by the Listings 10 and 11 show the
SOAP envelopes for a Request-Response session between two
mobile terminals s55 and p900. The request with the message
ID 51F6DC39-1A5372A9-62087DF1-C34F5921 is sent
from the s55 to the p900 terminal (Listings 10).

The response SOAP message from p900 to s55 with the
message ID
3F9202A6-D72B94f2-92F2A572-B19632D3 contains
the message ID of the request message within the
<wsa:RelatesTo> tag of the response message SOAP
header.

From the use of WS-Addressing for managing Request-
Response sessions the advantage appears that it is possible
to mix different SOAP transmission alternatives within one
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Request-Response session. For instance, a short SOAP request
message could be sent by using the unreliable UDP binding
and the response by using HTTP, since the response is too
large for the unreliable UDP transport. For that purpose, the
SOAP server has to manage all SOAP bindings jointly.

Unreliable Binding: The unreliable binding simply trans-
fers SOAP messages within one user datagram. Since the
datagram payload size is theoretically limited to 65507 bytes
(in practice this value is dependent on the implementation),
the size of a SOAP message is limited too. A fragmentation
of SOAP messages into many user datagrams is not useful,
since one lost segment causes the loss of the whole SOAP
message. Messages of a size greater than the max. payload
size should be transmitted using the reliable binding described
in the next paragraph. The R-UDP SOAP binding supports
message fragmentation and retransmissions of lost datagrams.

If the requirements regarding the SOAP message size is
fulfilled, both MEPs can be supported. By using the Request-
Response MEP the client side changes its role to a SOAP
receiver after transmitting the SOAP request. Thus, the client
has to open a UDP server socket and to specify its address
within the </wsa:ReplyTo> tag of the SOAP request
message.

Reliable Binding: Although the default HTTP binding
provides a reliable message transmission, a reliable UDP
binding is reasonable. HTTP and TCP are typically used to
download web pages or files. For these long-lived data flows
of several Kbyte or Mbyte TCP is meaningful, since it provides
a reliable transmission in combination with congestion control.
Thus, the network capacity is shared between different entities
and network congestions are avoided.

However, the Web Service communication behavior is dif-
ferent. SOAP RPC calls result in short-lived data flows of
approx. 100 byte to 10 Kbyte of data per SOAP message.
Especially in low-bandwidth and high-delay mobile commu-
nication systems the transmission of short-lived data flows by
HTTP and TCP is very inefficient [18]. For each RPC call a
new TCP connection has to be established. In the majority of
cases the transmission is proceeded within the TCP slow-start
phase.

This problem has been already treated in the past by
defining several alternative transport layer protocols, like e.g.
the Transactional TCP (T/TCP) [19], which aims at providing
an efficient transaction-oriented (request/response) service, or
the Reliable UDP (RUDP) [20] [21] that is intended to provide
a UDP based protocol with guaranteed-order packet delivery
and less complexity/overhead than TCP. In fact all alternative
transport layer protocols can be used for Mobile Web Services
and performance advances are expected. However, a different
protocol, referred to as Reliable UDP (R-UDP) is introduced
that has the additional advantage to be strongly aligned to Web
Services protocols and traffic properties.

The aim of the R-UDP binding is to remedy the disadvan-
tages of HTTP and TCP in order to increase the performance
of Mobile Web Services calls respective their RPC delay. For
a Mobile Web Service Access this approach is not reasonable,
but Mobile Web Service Provisioning and especially Mobile
P2P Web Services benefit from a reliable UDP binding. In

the P2P case both terminals are using the alternative R-
UDP protocol, changes of core network or third party service
provider components are not needed.

The reliable SOAP binding to UDP is using a Selective
Repeat ARQ (SR-ARQ) mechanism with explicit requests and
cumulative ACKs restricted to one SOAP message. Thus, the
ARQ window size is fixed during the transmission of one
SOAP message. The protocol introduces an additional header,
including a sequence number, message type flag, and the WS-
Addressing Message-ID as depicted in Figure 12.

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.
org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/encoding/" 
xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" 
xmlns:wsa="http://schema

uuid:8466b620-2ce-d590dbc-85fe9e050 S

s.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/08/addressing"> 
<SOAP-ENV:Header> 

<wsa:To>datagram://127.0.0.1:9090/soaprpc
</wsa:To>  
<wsa:Action>urn:Services – echoStringArray
</wsa:Action>
<wsa:MessageId>uuid:8466b620-2ce-

d590dbc-85fe9e05</wsa:MessageId>
<wsa:ReplyTo> <ws

uuid:8466b620-2ce-d590dbc-85fe9e051 C

type="xsd:string">EW2006</item>   
</StringArray>  

</echoStringArray> 
</SOAP-ENV:Body>

</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

uuid:8466b620-2ce-d590dbc-85fe9e054 E

Fig. 12. Segmentation of a SOAP envelope to UDP datagrams with an
additional R-UDP header.

The sender splits the SOAP message in M datagrams and
transmits each datagram sequently. The unique Message-ID
of the additional header is equal across all datagrams corre-
sponding to the same SOAP message. The first datagram has
an START flag (S), the following datagrams a CONTINUE
flag C, and the last one an END flag E. The sequence number
of the datagrams is increased with each datagram by one,
starting from 0. Figure 13 shows an exemplary sequence
diagram of transmissting M datagrams, where the datagram
with sequence number (N + 1) gets lost.

After sending the last datagram the sender waits T seconds
for a final acknowledgement and indicates the successful
transmission of the message if the ACK is received. In case
no acknowledgement has been received during the time T ,
the SOAP sender either can retransmit the whole message or
indicate an error to the application.

The SOAP receiver opens a new buffer for each received
datagram when ever a new Message ID has been received.
All datagrams with this message ID are saved according to
their sequence number in the corresponding position of the
buffer. After writing the datagram with the END flag into the
buffer or waiting T seconds, the receiver requests the missing
datagrams with one cumulative NACK(..,..). If the message is
completed, a final ACK message is sent to the SOAP sender,
otherwise the Selective-Repeat explicit-request procedure will
be repeated.

The advantage of the SR-ARQ mechanism is the less
amount of acknowledgements and retransmissions especially
if the datagram loss rate is low. In the error free case only one
additional ACK message is sent compared to a transmission
using the unreliable binding. Besides, all lost segments within
one retransmission phase are entail only the actual retransmis-
sions and one additional ACK or NACK.
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SOAP-MESSAGE
indication

UDP-DATA
indication

UDP-DATA
indication

UDP-DATA
indication

UDP-DATA
indication

UDP-DATA
Request

SOAP-MESSAGE
request

UDP
datagram

NACK(N+1)

ACK

SOAP

SOAP sender

SR-UDP

(0)

(N+1)

(1)

(N)

SR-UDP

SOAP receiver

SOAP

(N+1)

SOAP-MESSAGE
confirm

Fig. 13. Sequence diagram of a reliable One-way SOAP message exchange
using a selective-repeat-ARQ.

B. Mobile Web Services Control Plane (Signalling)

Mobile Web Services signalling is used to manage changes
of Web Service properties, i.e. changing Web Services end-
points (Uniform Resource Locator (URL), IP address) or the
availability of the services themselves. Additional information
could be included as well, like QoS or reliability of the service.

The Mobile Web Service signalling is divided into two
tasks, mobility management and session management. The
mobility management is responsible for signalling events re-
lated to the mobility of the user/terminal/service. These events
can be e.g. the change of the RAN (changing IP address),
handover to an alternative terminal, and the deployment and
un-deployment of services. The session management enables
the establishment, update, and release of Mobile Web Service
sessions. The session is defined as a logical relation between
at least two border nodes (terminals or network elements).
Mostly a session key or ID is used to uniquely identify a
session.

For the purpose of the MobWS mobility and session man-
agement SIP is used due to the following reasons:

• SIP is IP based.
• SIP follows the same notation as HTTP
• SIP provides rich application layer control functionality
• SIP is the main protocol of the IMS

Therefore, a Web Service framework can be easily extended
by SIP towards a Mobile Web Service framework supporting
mobility and session management. The integration of this
Mobile Web Service framework to the network operator’s IMS
is enabled as well as the class of Mobile P2P Web Services.

1) Mobility Management for Mobile Web Services: A dis-
tinguishing characteristic of Mobile Web Services (MobWSs)
compared to conventional Web Services is their mobility, since
users with their terminals regular change their location and,
thus, the RAN they are connected to. In addition, “equal”
MobWSs are may deployed on different terminals. The term
“equal” mean that the offered interfaces are equal, the imple-
mentation and even the QoS can be different. This enables the
user to start a MobWS session on one terminal and to continue
the session with another terminal later (terminal handover).

The sequence diagram in Figure 14 illustrates an exemplary
MobWS mobility support. In this case a MobWS has been
published (e.g. through the IMS) without waiting for a session
establishment. The following Section IV-B.2 explains the
publication of services within a P2P session.

SOAP
node

(client)

SIP
UA

SIP
server

(3) REGISTER(3) REGISTER

200 OK200 OK

(1) REGISTER(1) REGISTER

SIP
UA

200 OK200 OK

(2) MESSAGE(2) MESSAGE

200 OK200 OK

(4) MESSAGE(4) MESSAGE

200 OK200 OK

(5) getIPAdress(SIP_Adr2)(5) getIPAdress(SIP_Adr2)

IP_Adr2IP_Adr2

(6) MESSAGE(6) MESSAGE

200 OK200 OK

(7) SUBSCRIBE(7) SUBSCRIBE

200 OK200 OK

SOAP
node

(server)

(9) updateIPAdress(SIP_Adr2)(9) updateIPAdress(SIP_Adr2)(10) REGISTER(10) REGISTER

200 OK200 OK
(11) NOTIFY(11) NOTIFY

200 OK200 OK

(12) getIPAdress(SIP_Adr2)(12) getIPAdress(SIP_Adr2)

IP_Adr2IP_Adr2

UT 1 UT 2

UT 1 and UT 2
are registering

UT 1 resolves IP
address of UT 2

(8) SOAP REQUEST(8) SOAP REQUEST

SOAP RESPONSESOAP RESPONSE

UT 1 uses
Web Service

of UT 2

UT 2 changes RAN
(IP address

changes)

(13) SOAP REQUEST(13) SOAP REQUEST

SOAP RESPONSESOAP RESPONSE

UT 1 uses
Mobile Web

Service of UT 2

MobWS
Proxy

(8) RPC_call(IP_Adr2, )(8) RPC_call(IP_Adr2, )

ResultResult

MobWS

(8) Call_Service( …)(8) Call_Service( …)

ResultResult

(13) RPC_call(IP_Adr2, )(13) RPC_call(IP_Adr2, )

ResultResult

(13) Call_Service( …)(13) Call_Service( …)

ResultResult

Fig. 14. Message sequence chart of SIP based Mobile Web Service mobility
support.

Two user terminals (UT1 and UT2) are registering to a
SIP server. In this case the SIP server takes over the role
of a REGISTRAR server, which can be deployed on a Call
Session Control Function (CSCF) server of the IMS. After
successful registration, the IP addresses can be resolved by
the SIP server depending on the SIP addresses (see (1)-(4) in
Figure 14). The presented example is limited to the registration
of the terminal’s IP address, but without loss of generality
arbitrary properties can be registered. The prototype, described
in Section III, registers in addition to the IP address, the
current presence state of the user, properties of the RAN (type,
file mode/Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS), QoS), and
Mobile Web Services published (MobWS Service IDs). Other
peers are may allowed to subscribe to these values in order
receive notifications about the requested events.

Before the actual SOAP call (8), the MobWS Proxy resolves
the IP address of the remote MobWS by calling the SIP UA
getIPAddress method (6). In the example illustrated in Fig-
ure 14, the MobWS Proxy can subscribe to the remote MobWS
in order receive notifications about IP address changes of UT2,
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see (10), (11) in Figure 14. A following MobWS call (13) is
therefor always addressed to the correct IP address.

Alternatively, the SIP AU could resolve the IP address of the
MobWS not until a MobWS request has to be sent. However,
in this approach is less beneficial for high-delay communica-
tion networks, since the overall RPC delay increases with the
address resolution time.

Other mobility management approaches like Mobile IP
Version 6 (MobIPv6) are not controversial to the SIP approach.
They can be used in combination [22]. MobIPv6 takes over
the responsibility of managing IP mobility and SIP is still
responsible for service and terminal mobility.

2) Session Management for Mobile Web Services: If a
Mobile Web Service should not constantly be published, but
per request, a SIP session establishment procedure can be
used. SIP sessions in combination with the Session Description
Protocol (SDP) are used in the definition of an IMS session
too. The Mobile Web Service framework make use of these
session management protocols in order to enable a service
publication and consumption per request. In Figure 15 the
message sequence chart of a Mobile Web Service session
establishment and release is presented. Both terminals can be
Web Service requestor and provider at the same time, but to
simplify matters, UT1 is requesting a service of UT2 only.
Thus, UT1 covers only a MobWS proxy and UT2 solely a
MobWS.

SOAP
node

(client)

SIP
UA

(2) INVITE(2) INVITE

(4) 180 Ringing(4) 180 Ringing

SIP
UA

(6) ACK(6) ACK

(5) 200 OK(5) 200 OK

(1) OpenSession(UT_2)(1) OpenSession(UT_2)

(8) BYE(8) BYE

200 OK200 OK

SOAP
node

(server)

SessionIDSessionID

UT 1 UT 2

UT 1 establishes 
Mobile P2P

Web Service
session to UT 2

UT 1 closes
session to UT 2

(3) RequestInvite()(3) RequestInvite()

Accept, SessionIDAccept, SessionID

(7) SOAP REQUEST(7) SOAP REQUEST

SOAP RESPONSESOAP RESPONSE

UT 1 uses
Mobile P2P

Web Service
of UT 2

(8) CloseSession(UT_2)(8) CloseSession(UT_2)

OKOK

(8) RequestBye()(8) RequestBye()

OKOK

 MobWS
Proxy

(7) RPC_call(IP_Adr2, …)(7) RPC_call(IP_Adr2, …)

ResultResult

(7) Call_Service( …)(7) Call_Service( …)

ResultResult

MobWS

User of UT 2 or
Mob-WS policy

accepts invitation

Fig. 15. Message sequence chart of SIP based Mobile P2P Web Services
sessions.

UT1 opens a session, as shown in Figure 15 (1), by
sending from its SIP agent an INVITE (2) directly to UT2.
The SIP/IMS infrastructure resolves and routes the specified
address to the terminal. In addition, an IMS application server
could be triggered, if user 2 has specified a filter rule con-
cerning an INVITE message of user 1. After a provisional SIP
response 180 Ringing and in case UT2 accepts the incoming
session request, a final SIP 200 OK is received by UT1 and
answered by a SIP ACK message.

During the SIP session establishment, the unique Mobile
Web Service IDs are shared in terms of the OFFER/ANSWER
model of SDP [23]. The SDP OFFER is carried inside of
the SIP:INVITE message. The SDP ANSWER could already
be transmitted with the provisional response. The following
example illustrates an SDP OFFER for a Mobile Web Service
session using a UDP SOAP binding. The unique MobWS ID

v=0
o=- 289083125 289083125 IN IP4 comnets.rwth-aachen.de
s=-
t=0 0
c=IN IP4 0.0.0.0
m=data 9 UDP SOAP
m=Mob-WS-ID:http://www...de/Mob-WS/IDs/GPS-Service
a=direction:active

Fig. 16. SDP OFFER for a Mobile Web Service session request.

v=0
o=- 2890844526 2890844526 IN IP4 comnets.rwth-aachen.de
s=-
t=0 0
c=IN IP4 0.0.0.0
m=data 112 UDP SOAP
a=contact:http://ut2.comnets.rwth-aachen.de/soaprpc
a=direction:passive

Fig. 17. SDP ANSWER for a Mobile Web Service session.

labels the service and is used to register the service within the
IMS resp. to a SIP REGISTRAR server.

In this case the OFFER from UT1 indicates to be the
initiator of a SOAP over UDP session. Therefore the direction
attribute is set to active. Since UT1 does not know where the
answering party likes to connect to, the port number offered
in the “m=” line is set to 9 (the discard port) and there is no
contact attribute.

The respective ANSWER message is presented in Figure 17.
The “m=” statement corresponds to the “m=” statement of the
OFFER. There the port for the UDP session is set to 112.
The contact attribute carries the Web Service endpoint URL
and the direction attribute confirms that UT2 will accept the
connection.

In case, UT1 is initiating a Mobile P2P Web Service session
(e.g. a chess game), the SDP OFFER within the SIP INVITE
message contains the offered Web Service interface. The
respective SDP OFFER description is shown in Listing 18 This
information is used by UT2 to contact UT1’s Web Service. The
SDP ANSWER of UT2 remains unchanged to the previous
case.

During the session, both peers (terminals) are using the Web
Service of their counterparts. After finishing the session, both
peers are able to close the session by sending a SIP:BYE
message. In order to enable a terminal handover or the freezing
of a MobWS session, the application state has to be captured
and submitted either to the terminal that continues the session
or to the IMS resp. SIP infrastructure. A re-establishment of
the session, identified by the SIP session ID (SIP dialog), is
possible if the SIP dialog can be located within the session
history of the IMS.

v=0
o=- 28908365 289088316 IN IP4 comnets.rwth-aachen.de
s=-
t=0 0
c=IN IP4 0.0.0.0
m=data 9 UDP SOAP
m=Mob-WS-ID:http://www.comnets...de/Mob-WS/IDs/MChess
a=contact:http://ut2.comnets.rwth-aachen.de/soaprpc
a=direction:active

Fig. 18. SDP OFFER for a Mobile P2P Web Service session establishment.
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V. P2P SERVICE CREATION

Mobile P2P Web Services can be used in order to simplify
the sharing of arbitrary application interfaces with other peers.
These services have to be well defined, specified, and identified
by an unique Mobile Web Service ID. If there are different
Mobile Web Service interfaces with the same functionality a
standardization have to take place or application developers
have to implement for one application different interfaces
in order to enable the interworking of nearly all kind of
applications of this domain.

For example, somebody has designed a chess game Web
Service interface, one can load the WSDL description and gen-
erate with common Web Service tools the needed server and
client components in the programming language of the specific
device. Using this middleware as a basis, the application
developer can implement the Graphical User Interface (GUI)
and logic, which is appropriate to the device capabilities.
Thus, the same Mobile Web Service interface definition of the
exemplary chess game can be implemented for instance on a
mobile game console with a 3D graphic environment in C++
on Symbian OS and for a simple mobile phone under J2ME
and rudimentary graphical capabilities. The interworking of
these application is always warranted in case the Mobile Web
Service interface definitions has been used. The automated
process of the interface integration in the programming envi-
ronment guarantees the standard conform implementation.

VI. MOBILE P2P WEB SERVICES PERFORMANCE

For the Mobile P2P Web Service delay performance anal-
ysis, a analytical model of the mobile link (GPRS, multislot
class 10, Coding Scheme CS2 has been modeled), the network
layer (TCP, R-UDP), and the session and presentation layer
has been used. The analysis is based on a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) channel that simulates radio block errors and
their correlation. ARQ mechanisms on link and transport layer
correct these errors and entail additional delays.

The analyzed scenario (Figure 19) take the delays of four
wireless transmission per Mobile P2P Web Service session
into account. The SOAP request is transmitted in uplink
and downlink direction to the Mobile Server and the SOAP
response in uplink and downlink direction, too. The request
has a size of 1 kbyte and the responses vary from 2 kbyte to
10 kbyte. The HMM channel has a mean Block Error Ratio
(BLER) of p2 = 0.1 and a transition probability of p22 = 0.8.
The segment loss probability if set to pSL = 0.001.

In Figure 19 the round-trip delay Complementary Distri-
bution Function (CDF) of a P2P RPC is depicted. The delay
gain of R-UDP compared to HTTP is always around 7 % and
independent from the response message size. In total the delay
is quite high, between 5 s and 15 s. However, taking the Mobile
P2P Chess game as an example the request and response
messages do not exceed 1 kbyte and a delay of 3 or 4 seconds
is acceptable in that application case. More interactive and
realtime applications are not useful over GPRS. Even the R-
UDP will not change this. Only a higher bandwidth and faster
channel access procedures enable realtime P2P application
between mobile users.

WS-R

uplink

downlink

downlink

uplink
WS-P WS-RWS-P

Fig. 19. Mobile P2P WS performance analysis scenario, 1 kbyte requests
and 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 kbyte responses.

VII. CONCLUSION

The paper has presented a novel P2P service creation frame-
work based on Mobile Web Services and a SIP infrastructure,
like the IMS. The service Creation is based on a Mobile Web
Service middleware supporting HTTP and UDP client and
server bindings, which are coupled with SIP user agents. The
framework has been proofed by an exemplary mobile chess
game for J2ME devices.

Performance analysis show that the use of an alternative
transport binding (R-UDP) to SOAP enhances the response
time of the P2P application about 7 %.
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